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ABSTRACT

In today's lifestyle, stress can aware you down. A healthy body and sound mind are vital assets in preventing illness. At OSIM, they like to share with the world their philosophy on the key of good health that is Relation, Spirit, Healthy living and Beauty.

By focusing on Hygiene, Nutrition, and Fitness, OSIM use all their knowledge's about science, therapy, acupuncture and technology producing their product that make easy to take care of health and also take less time compare to traditional way.

Although there is many competitor outside, OSIM have proven that they is the best by winning many award in International. By the mission to Bringing Healthy Lifestyle to People and the Vision to Be the Global Leader in Healthy Lifestyle Products, they have produced many useful products and still produce more with the experiment and research by the expert.

With the company philosophy that is Challenging Your Spirit to Do Your Best, they try to break their business by giving new services and up grade their services by adding treatment and counseling in their business. In order to make this real; the OSIM Health Centre to introduce their product and feel the effect of the product.
In order to make sure this project success; survey, interview, research and feedback have been done to make sure that it not only give benefit to company but also to people, nation and world.
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